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1 Welcome & Server

Key terms: hills ssh $

Reading: Course policies1

This course emphasizes developing technical and cultural fluency in Python
and its resources. This skill is your springboard to a thousand other mod-
ules and programs not mentioned in this course. Here we touch on some
useful major themes, with an eye to the most general and reusable ones.

You are expected in this course to read and understand documentation —
not all of it but enough to get the job done. Error messages will not stop
your progress for long. Career skills that we will be cultivating in this course
include consulting with each other in a professional manner, and answering
questions using the documentation.

The Python documentation is verbose, like other references. There are
lots and lots of Python books out there — too many to read — but two
worth considering are “Python Cookbook” (O’Reilly) and “Programming
in Python 3” (Addison Wesley).

What we are establishing here is a community of practice. There’s no
such thing as a distinction between programmers “who know” and those
who supposedly don’t. All of us are in the process of developing these skills.
Pair programming, and rotation of partners, is highly recommended. CCSF
student clubs, which often form and reform, have recently included Coders’
Club, A.I. Club, and She Who Codes.2 — all good resources for students
looking to develop skills and to network.

Programming for this course takes place on the Linux server hills.ccsf.edu,
which is a UNIX machine, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Log in from
any online device with an ssh (Secure Shell) client – frequently by that
name. Most systems already have it installed; for older Windows systems
that do not, a convenient 3rd party alternative is called PuTTY.3 Your pass-
word will be “masked” as you are typing it, so don’t think your keyboard
has stopped working.

Once you log in, your command shell will start in your home directory.
You must understand the difference between an absolute pathname starting
with the root, like /proc/1/limits and a pathname relative to your working
directory, like programming/homework.py — only the former starts with a
slash. You have access to all the classic UNIX tools (but no IDE — it’s a
terminal connection and won’t do X forwarding). One easy editor you can
use is nano (also known as pico in its copyright-encumbered form). Other
major editors are emacs, a maximalist option, and vim, a minimalist one.

Next we’ll review the important inline expressions called comprehensions.

1http://fog.ccsf.edu/~abrick/policies.html
2https://www.ccsf.edu/en/student-services/student-activities/icc/

recognized-clubs.html
3https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
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